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Abstract

We examine spatially explicit models described by reaction-diffusion partial differential equations for the study of predator–prey
population dynamics. The numerical methods we propose are based on the coupling of a finite difference/element spatial discreti-
zation and a suitable partitioned Runge–Kutta scheme for the approximation in time. The RK scheme here implemented uses an
implicit scheme for the stiff diffusive term and a partitioned RK symplectic scheme for the reaction term (IMSP scheme). We revisit
some results provided in literature for the classical Lotka–Volterra system and the Rosenzweig–MacArthur model. We then extend
the approach to metapopulation dynamics in order to numerically investigate the effect of migration through a corridor connecting
two habitat patches. Moreover, we analyze the synchronization properties of subpopulation dynamics, when the migration occurs
through corridors of variable size.
© 2014 IMACS. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1.  Introduction

The study of populations undergoing multi-year cycles has renewed the interest on non-linear dynamical systems
characterized by spatio-temporal patterns formation. Critical fluctuations, oscillations, waves, chaos, are examples
of complex phenomena that have been thoroughly researched in recent literature [26]. The easiest way to model the
dynamics of cyclic populations, that leads to pattern formation, is through oscillatory reaction-diffusion equations.
The solutions of such equations are sufficiently rich in their spatiotemporal dynamics to allow for the description of
phenomena such as species invasion, species persistence, and biological chaos [22]. Moreover, spatially interacting
populations are widely described in literature using metapopulation models where the reaction-diffusion equations are
coupled via migration terms [11].

The numerical approximation of such models is a challenging aspect of the problem that deserves great attention.
Following the approach of [10,12] we address the issue above by coupling difference schemes for the approximation
in space to suitable schemes for the approximation in time, which allow us to mimic the properties of the dynamical
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Table 1
Reaction terms for the different predator–prey models.

Model H(u) F(u) G(u) P(u, v)

LV r c u χ  c u γ

RM r
(

1 − u
k

)
c u
l+u

χ c u
l+u

γ

May r
(

1 − u
k

)
c u
l+u

s q v

u

VT r
(

1 − u
k

)
c u
l+u

χc u
l+u

γ + s q v

u

systems within the limit of a spatially uniform process. Such schemes have been originally introduced in [7] and are
here extended to account for a spatially explicit model in a metapopulation approach. The paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2 the reaction-diffusion models for cyclic populations are briefly described and the proposed IMSP schemes
are introduced. Results on the two most popular predator–prey models are illustrated. In Section 3 we describe how
the IMSP schemes have been tailored on the spatially explicit metapopulation models. The results obtained on the
Rosenzweig–MacArtur (RM) [25] model, when applied to a two-patch fragmented habitat connected via a corridor,
are shown in Section 4. In the same section we briefly show the effect of the variable size of the corridor on the
synchronization of the dynamics in the two patches as induced by migration through the corridor. Finally we draw our
conclusions in Section 5.

2.  IMSP  Runge–Kutta  methods  for  cyclic  populations

Predator–prey spatially extended dynamics can be described by reaction-diffusion systems in the general form

∂u

∂t
=  ε(u)�u  +  gu(u,  v),

∂v

∂t
=  ε(v)�v  +  gv(u,  v),

(1)

where the real valued functions u  = u(x, t) and v  =  v(x,  t) represent prey and predator densities at time t  ≤  T  in a
bounded domain Ω  ⊂  R

M (M  ≤  3) and Δ  is the Laplace operator. The diffusivity coefficients ε(u) and ε(v) are supposed
to be non negative, meaning that the dynamics may lose the dependence on spatial variables when both ε(u) and ε(v)

assume zero value. Moreover, suitable initial conditions u0(x) = u(x, 0), v0(x) =  v(x,  0) and zero-flux boundary ones
are provided.

We focus our interest on cyclic populations: as was done in [26] we assume that the local dynamics is modelled by
the spatially uniform equations

du

dt
=  gu(u,  v),

dv

dt
=  gv(u,  v).

which have a periodic solution (center or limit cycle), that oscillates around an unstable coexistence steady state. In
general, reaction terms for cyclic population dynamics (see for example [28]) are defined by

gu(u,  v) =  u  H(u) −  v  F (u)

gv(u,  v) =  v G(u) −  v  P(u,  v)
(2)

where function H(u) is the intrinsic growth rate of preys, F(u) gives the functional response of preys to predators, G(u)
is the prey dependent growth rate of the predator and P(u,  v) represents the prey dependent functional response of
predators to preys. These functions vary according to the model which is considered. Lotka–Volterra (LV) [24] system
as well as its modifications such us the Rosenzweig–MacArtur (RM) [25], the May [20] and the variable territory (VT)
[29] are the most widely used differential models considered in this framework. The reaction terms in the LV, RM,
MAY and VT models are defined in different ways according to Table 1 (see [4] and [9]).
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The spatiotemporal dynamics modelled by two-species predator–prey interactions, and described by reaction-
diffusion systems, have attracted a lot of interest in the mathematical-ecological research community. We refer to paper
[22], for an extensive reference list concerning this topics, as well as review paper [26], where the specific problem
of generating periodic travelling waves in cyclic dynamics is addressed. Moreover, we refer to the large production
of work by Garvie (for instance, [10–12]) that focuses on numerical approaches for achieving stable and accurate
approximated solutions.

Inspired by the results in [10] and [12], we shift our attention to the numerical treatment of this kind of systems. In
particular, we propose a different scheme for approximating the time evolution, designed to provide more stable results
and to reproduce the same qualitative behaviour of the theoretical solution. We start by introducing vector y  =  [u,  v]T ,
then system (1) can be written as the following semi-linear parabolic equation:

∂y
∂t

= Ly  +  g(y), (3)

where L  =  diag(ε(u)�,  ε(v)�) is a linear partial differential operator and g(y) =  [gu(u,  v),  gv(u,  v)]T .
In order to perform a spatial discretization of the problem, we consider a grid Ωh ⊂  Ω  with mesh width h  > 0. The

model can be discretized with respect to the spatial variable by means of classical techniques, such as finite elements
or finite differences. The resulting problem consists of an ordinary differential system

d y

dt
=  Lhy  +  gh(y),  (4)

whose solution y(t) =  [uh(t),  vh(t)]T represents an approximation on the given mesh Ωh. We remark that Lh =
diag(ε(u)�h,  ε(v)�h) is a discrete operator approximating L  and gh is the restriction of g  onto Ωh itself.

One of the most popular approaches for integrating (4) is to apply an implicit–explicit (IMEX) Runge–Kutta method:
indeed, it is possible to introduce two variables y1 and y2 such that y  = y1 + y2 and to consider the equivalent system

d y1

dt
=  Lh(y1 +  y2),

d y2

dt
=  gh(y1 +  y2),

which can be handled by a partitioned Runge–Kutta scheme consisting of a diagonally implicit method joint with an
explicit one (see [18]). This approach is motivated by the fact that the stiff term Lh has to be suitably approximated by
an implicit scheme, while an explicit method is used to discretize the non-stiff (or mildly stiff) term gh. For instance,
the Euler IMEX Runge–Kutta scheme is defined as

yn+1
h =  yn

h +  hT Lh(yn+1
h ) +  hT gh(yn

h),

where yn
h approximates the solution yh(tn) =  [uh(tn),  vh(tn)]T at any discrete time tn = n  hT, with uniform time step

length hT.
Recently, in [7] the authors have proposed to split the problem in order to have y  = y1 + y2 + y3 and

d  y1

dt
=  Lh(y1 +  y2 +  y3),

d y2

dt
=  g

(u)
h (y1 +  y2 +  y3),

d y3

dt
=  g

(v)
h (y1 +  y2 +  y3),
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with gh =  g
(u)
h +  g

(v)
h , g

(u)
h =  [gu(uh,  vh),  0]T , g

(v)
h =  [0,  gv(uh,  vh)]T . A partitioned Runge–Kutta scheme is employed

to solve the above model: the dynamics of y1 is approximated by a diagonally implicit method, whereas the evolution
of y2 and y3 variables is described by a partitioned symplectic Runge–Kutta method defined as

(5)

This choice is motivated by specific features that characterize the problem (see [19]). In particular it is known that,
when functions gu and gv are defined according to the Lotka–Volterra model, then the problem becomes spatially
homogeneous as t→  ∞  and it is controlled by the classical Lotka–Volterra ODE

du

dt
=  r  u  −  c  u  v,

dv

dt
=  χc  v u  −  γ  v,

where r, c, χ, γ  are strictly positive constants. It can be proved that the quantity H(y) =  r ln(v) −  cv  +  γ  ln(u) −  χc  u

represents an invariant for this model, which can be given in the following Poisson form

dy
dt

= B(y)∇H(y),

where we define

B(y) =
(

0 u  v

−u v 0

)
.

In this respect, we remark that Poisson integrators related to the structure of B(y) have to be employed in order to
produce an excellent long time behaviour with respect to the approximation of the invariant H(y). In [6] it is shown
that the partitioned Runge–Kutta scheme (5) is given by the composition of a symplectic Euler scheme with its adjoint.
Since both these methods represent Poisson integrators, then the scheme (5) is a Poisson integrator itself, for the
Lotka–Volterra system1 (for more details see [13]).

We set s  = 1 and apply the following two-stage schemes

(6)

where the first tableau represents the diagonally implicit method to be used for approximating the dynamics of y1,
and the remaining tableaus are related to the partitioned symplectic Runge–Kutta scheme defined in (5) (here β  = β1,
α = α1, the subscript is omitted to simplify the notation) in order to discretize y2 and y3. The overall method defined
by (6) is again a partitioned Runge–Kutta scheme and it is given by

Y
n,1
h =  yn

h +  hT βg
(v)
h (Yn,1

h ),

Y
n,2
h =  Y

n,1
h +  hT αLhY

n,1
h +  hT βg

(u)
h (Yn,1

h ) +  hT βLhY
n,2
h +  hT αg

(u)
h (Yn,2

h ),

yn+1
h =  Y

n,2
h +  hT αg

(v)
h (Yn,2

h ).

(7)

1 We remark that, in [7], the authors have addressed the good performance of the IMSP methods with respect to the symplecticity property of
the partitioned Runge–Kutta method proposed therein. Here we point out that such good results are due to the fact that the method is a Poisson
integrator for the ODE Lotka–Volterra system.
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Let us remark that for β  = 1 and α  = 0 this scheme is featured by a first order approximation; when β = α  = 1/2, we get
a second order accurate method.

Moreover, under the assumption that diffusivity coefficients εu and εv nullify, the first order scheme represents
a symplectic Euler scheme which handles the variable uh in an explicit way and the variable vh in an implicit one.
The second order approximation reduces to the classical Störmer–Verlet scheme when it is written as a partitioned
Runge–Kutta method exploiting the trapezoidal rule in order to approximate the stiff diffusive term.

A better choice may turn out to be the selection of methods with the stronger stability feature of L-stability (see [1]).
Accordingly, we consider the following method which is composed by a singular diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta
scheme coupled with the second order symmetric symplectic partitioned one (see [21]):

(8)

where we set β = β̃ and α  =  1/2 − β̃. It is known that, assuming β̃ = 1 − √
2/2, the previous method (8) is globally

second order accurate and it is L-stable concerning the diffusive term.
An application of the previous first order schemes and a comparison with the Euler IMEX scheme for the solution

of a two-dimensional dynamics with a LV reaction term is shown in Fig. 1. We provide the phase portrait of prey versus
predator densities in the center xc = [10, 10] of a domain Ω  = [0, 20] ×  [0, 20]. The solution follows a closed trajectory
which is well reproduced by the IMSP scheme whereas an outward spiraling solution results from the application of
the IMEX scheme. As a further test, we approximate the chaotic dynamics of the two-dimensional model (1) where the
reaction term is defined by the Rosenzweig–MacArtur model. In particular, we consider the same parameters exploited
in [10] and [22]. The problem can be viewed as a model for marine plankton dynamics in a dimensionless form; in
correspondence with different initial conditions for the state variables, both [10] and [22] numerically show that the
system is affected by spatio-temporal chaos, in the sense that spiral patterns appear together with irregular patches
that spread over the whole domain. It is remarkable that, in the numerical tests performed in [10], the spiral patterns
found in [22] disappear when the time discretization is refined. Thus the authors argue that some spiral patterns are
probably a numerical artifact which can be removed by improving the numerical solution in stability and accuracy.
This hypothesis is confirmed by our numerical tests which show that the spiraling pattern resulting from the application
of the classical IMEX scheme disappears in the simulations performed by IMSP algorithms (see Figs. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 1. Approximate solutions at the center of the domain Ω = [0, 20] × [0, 20] in the time interval [0, 24]. Model parameters: ε(u) = 1.5, ε(v) = 2,
r = 0.75, χ = 1.97 × 10−3, γ = 0.85, c = 122. u0 = 5, v0 = 0.01 (see [28]). Method parameters: h = hT = 0.1.
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Fig. 2. First order approximations at t = 120 in Ω = [0, 400] × [0, 400] with h = 1 and hT = 1/3. Model parameters: ε(u) = 1, ε(u) = 1,
r = k = c = 1, χ = 2, γ = 0.6, l = 0.4. Initial values: u0 = 6/35 − 2 × 10−7 (X − 180) (X − 720) − 6 × 10−7 (Y − 90) (Y − 210), v0 = 116/245 − 3 × 10−5

(X − 450) − 6 × 10−5 (Y − 135) (see [10]).

Fig. 3. Second order approximation at t = 120 in Ω = [0, 400] × [0, 400] with h = 1 and hT = 1/3. Model parameters: ε(u) = 1, ε(u) = 1,
r = k = c = 1, χ = 2, γ = 0.6, l = 0.4. Initial values: u0 = 6/35 − 2 × 10−7 (X − 180) (X − 720) − 6 × 10−7 (Y − 90) (Y − 210), v0 = 116/245 − 3 × 10−5

(X − 450) − 6 × 10−5 (Y − 135) (see [10]).

3.  IMSP  schemes  for  spatially  explicit  cyclic  metapopulation  dynamics

A simple formalism to describe spatially interacting populations is provided by the so-called metapopulation models.
A metapopulation consists of a set of local populations living in patches, which are connected through migration.
Metapopulation dynamics, i.e. the dynamics of a “population of populations” (see [16]), represents an effective tool for
investigating the dispersal of some species in fragmented habitat. We introduce a simplistic and convenient spatially
explicit metapopulation model as composed of M  patches where the movement of each predator–prey subpopulation
is modelled by a reaction-diffusion problem as the one described in (1). More precisely, we consider the following
differential system

∂ui

∂t
=  ε(ui)�ui +  gu(ui, vi) +

M∑
j=1

D
(u)
i,j (x)(uj −  ui),

∂vi

∂t
=  ε(vi)�vi +  gv(ui, vi) +

M∑
j=1

D
(v)
i,j (x)(vj −  vi),

(9)

for i = 1, . .  ., M, where ui = ui(x, t) and vi =  vi(x,  t) represent the concentrations of prey and predator population at each
time t and position x within the patch Ωi ⊂  Rm, (1 ≤  m  ≤  3), then �  = ∑m

j=1(∂2/∂x2
j ) is the Laplacian operator, ε

(u)
i ,
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ε
(v)
i are the diffusivity coefficients for the prey and the predator in every patch Ωi. The matrices D

(u)
i,j (x) and D

(v)
i,j (x) are

supposed symmetric and their entries represent the migration rates between patches Ωi and Ωj for preys and predators,
respectively, at position x. We assume that migration occurs only at given positions, which correspond to the corridor
entrances, and that each corridor has no physical length. By defining as Ci,j the entrance of the corridor connecting Ωi

to Ωj, we have that Ci,j = Cj,i and Ci,j ⊂  Ωi ∩  Ωj. Moreover, we suppose migration rates take constant values in each

corridor, i.e. D
(u)
i,j (x) =  d

(u)
i,j and D

(v)
i,j (x) =  d

(v)
i,j for every x  ∈  Ci,j, with d

(u)
i,j ,  d

(v)
i,j >  0, otherwise D

(u)
i,j (x) =  D

(v)
i,j (x) =  0.

System (9) is completed by suitable initial conditions ui(x, 0) = ui,0(x) and vi(x,  0) =  vi,0(x) for x ∈  Ωi, and homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions ∂ui(x,  t)/∂ni =  ∂vi(x,  t)/∂ni =  0 for (x, t) ∈  ∂Ωi ×  R+, where ni is the outward normal
vector to the boundary ∂Ωi, for i = 1, . . ., M. The choice of zero-flux boundary conditions means that the species cannot
leave their patches, except via migration.

We are interested in applying IMSP methods described in Section 2 in order to solve model (9). With this aim, we
remark that it can be written as in Eq. (3), where we set y =  [u1,  . .  .uM,  v1, .  .  ., vM]T ,

L  =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ε(u1)� 0 0 0 0 0

0
. . . 0 0 0 0

0 0 ε(uM )�  0 0 0

0 0 0 ε(v1)�  0 0

0 0 0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 0 0 ε(vM )�

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

and

g(y) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

gu(u1,  v1) +
M∑

j=1

D
(u)
1,j(x)(uj −  u1)

...

gu(uM,  vM) +
M∑

j=1

D
(u)
M,j(x)(uj −  uM)

gv(u1,  v1) +
M∑

j=1

D
(v)
1,j(x)(vj −  v1)

...

gv(uM,  vM) +
M∑

j=1

D
(v)
M,j(x)(vj −  vM)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

When a spatial discretization is performed, then the resulting problem consists of an ordinary differential equation as
in (4) where the discrete operator is given by

Lh =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ε(u1)�h 0 0 0 0 0

0
. . . 0 0 0 0

0 0 ε(uM )�h 0 0 0

0 0 0 ε(v1)�h 0 0

0 0 0 0
. . . 0

0 0 0 0 0 ε(vM )�h

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

and the forcing term g is evaluated at each spatial node of the given mesh Ωh.
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We consider the splitting gh =  g
(u)
h +  g

(v)
h with

g
(u)
h (yh) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

gu(uh,1, vh,1) +
N∑

j=1

D̂
(u)
1,j(uh,j −  uh,1)

...

gu(uh,M, vh,M) +
M∑

j=1

D̂
(u)
M,j(uh,j −  uh,M)

0M

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,

and

g
(v)
h (yh) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0M

gv(uh,1,  vh,1) +
M∑

j=1

D̂
(v)
1,j(vh,j −  vh,1)

...

gv(uh,M,  vh,M) +
M∑

j=1

D̂
(v)
M,j(vh,j −  vh,M)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
where D̂(u) and D̂(v) are the restrictions of matrices D(u) and D(v) onto Ωh and 0M represents the null M-dimensional
vector. The first order IMSP scheme (7) obtained for β  = 1 and α  = 0 is given by the following formula

Y
n,1
h =  yn

h +  hT g
(v)
h (Yn,1

h ),

yn+1
h =  Y

n,1
h +  hT Lhy

n+1
h +  hT g

(u)
h (Yn,1

h ),

where yn
h approximates yh(tn) =  [uh,1(tn),  .  . .uh,M(tn),  vh,1,  (tn).  .  ., vh,M(tn)]T .

In terms of uh,i and vh,i the previous scheme requires the solution of the following system for the intermediate steps
Vn

h,i

V n
h,i −  hT Vn

h,iG(un
h,i) +  hT Vn

h,iP(un
h,i, Vn

h,i) −  hT

M∑
j=1

D̂
(v)
i,j (Vn

h,j −  Vn
h,i) =  vn

h,i,  (10)

the evaluation of

Un
h,i =  un

h,i +  hT un
h,iH(un

h,i) −  hT Vn
h,iF (un

h,i) +  hT

M∑
j=1

D̂
(u)
i,j (un

h,j −  un
h,i),

and the solution of the two uncoupled M-dimensional linear systems

un+1
h,i −  hT ε(ui)�hu

n+1
h,i =  Un

h,i,

vn+1
h,i −  hT ε(vi)�hv

n+1
h,i =  Vn

h,i.

It is simple to verify that, when diffusive coefficients ε(ui) and ε(vi) nullify, the previous scheme represents the classical
partitioned symplectic Euler method. From a computational point of view, when the LV and RM models are considered,
then P(u,  v) =  γ  and the nonlinear equations in (10) reduce to a linear system with respect to the unknown vector
[Vh,1 . .  .  , Vh,M]T, with a block diagonal matrix of coefficients. As a consequence, our approach is less costly than the
“Scheme” proposed by the authors in [10,12], where they treat in two different ways the unknown un. Concerning the
partitioned symplectic approach, the variable un is always explicitly approximated and the unknown vn is discretized
in an implicit way. It follows that the scheme provides stable results with larger spatial and temporal stepsizes.
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the two-patches 2D metapopulation model with fixed corridor entrance as considered in [11].

Similar arguments may be extended to the case of the second order IMSP methods; however, for the following
numerical synchronization analysis we limit ourselves to applying the first order scheme to the test cases provided in
[11].

4.  Synchronization  in  a  two-patches  metapopulation  model

An interesting topic in studying metapopulation dynamics, as pointed out in [17], is the study of the synchrony in
the behaviour of the subpopulations of different patches when a coupling is imposed to the dynamics via migration. It
is known that synchronous fluctuations in subpopulations increase the risk of extinction of the entire metapopulation
through generating temporally correlated extinction events that may negatively affect any local rescue action. There
is a tradeoff between positive and negative effects of the migration: a metapopulation whose local populations are
too connected risks extinction because of synchrony, while a metapopulation whose populations are too isolated risks
extinction because of low inter-patch migration rates.

In the classical metapopulation approach the models are spatially implicit in that they are described by ordinary
differential equations. In [14] Jansen focuses on a predator–prey LM model while in [15] he describes the local inter-
action between predator and prey by RM model in which the prey population grows logistically and the predator
has an Holling’s type II functional response. The metapopulation consists of two populations living in two patches
which are coupled by a migration which is limited only to the prey movement. The main question addressed is when
synchronous and asynchronous dynamics arise: Jansen found that for very small and very large migration rates the
oscillations always synchronize, while for intermediate migration rates asynchronous dynamics may arise. However,
in recent years, the consideration of spatial processes in ecological systems is growing and spatially explicit modeling
described by partial differential equations appears more effective for the ecological understanding of such phenomena
[5,8,27,28,30]. The first metapopulation models which couple, via migration, reaction-diffusion partial differential
equations in a patchy domain is provided in [11]. The authors numerically analyzed the case of a two-patch metapop-
ulation model evolving in two-dimensional squares according to RM model dynamics, by employing the Euler IMEX
finite difference scheme (implicit for the diffusion term and explicit for the reaction term). The authors assumed that
the migration was restricted in both patches to a circle of fixed size radius, located in the middle of the square domains
(see Fig. 4).

Because of the artificial nature of the zero-flux boundary conditions, the authors conclusions are related to transient
dynamics since boundary conditions artificially pollute the solution. They found that the migration between two patches
may be a new way of generating periodic plane wave phenomena (travelling waves) in natural populations modelled by
oscillatory reaction-diffusion systems. Here we investigate the numerical solution of (9) (m  = 2, M  = 2) evolving in two
circular domains Ωi =  x2 +  y2 <  ρ2

Ωi
with radius ρΩi =  150, with i = 1, 2. The experiments were performed by modi-

fying the two-dimensional MATLAB codes made freely available from the web site: http://www.uoguelph.ca/mgarvie/.
Therein the discretization in space is based on a Galerkin finite-element method (see [2], [3]) with piecewise linear basis
functions using a mesh generated with a MATLAB function mesh2d. In our experiments, we used an unstructured
triangular mesh with initial edge length h  = 1/2, obtained in Matlab with the function distmesh  [23]. Such function
optimizes the node locations by a force-based smoothing procedure and provides well-shaped meshes. Concerning
the discretization in time, the linear systems are solved using MATLAB’s built in function gmres  with time step
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Fig. 5. An illustration of the two-patches two-dimensional metapopulation model with fixed corridor entrance. Parameter values in both patches:
li = 1/5, χi = 1, ri = 1, ki = 1, ci = 1, γi = 1/2, (i = 1, 2), ε(u) = ε(v) = 1. Initial data: u1,0 = 0.2, v1,0 = 0.32, u2,0 = 0.2, v2,0 = 0. Migration
rates d

(u)
12 = 0, d

(v)
12 = 1. First row: prey and predator within patch 1 at T = 250. Second row: patch 2, T = 140.

hT = 1/384. The code employs the sparse matrix facilities of MATLAB when solving the linear systems which provide
advantages in both matrix storage and computation time.

In the first set of experiments we fix the radius ρC of a circular corridor; in the second set of tests we vary the radius
in order to know how such a change affects the results with respect the synchronization.

4.1.  Corridors  with  constant  radius

In the first set of experiments the length of the radius is set at ρC = 5. The initial data are the stationary states of
predators and preys in Ω1 and the stationary state of preys in Ω2 with local extinction of predators. We assume that
only predators can migrate. Our results show how predators have the ability to recolonize a patch where their species
was extinct. Indeed in Fig. 5 we observe a rapid recolonization through the spreading of periodic traveling waves
behind the wavefront. Notice that the wavefront speed is faster in domain Ω2 than in Ω1. When we repeat the same
test for d

(v)
12 =  1 ×  10−6, unlike what was reported in [11], we do not observe the generation of any new dynamics

in Ω2 without the simultaneous generation of a new dynamics in Ω1. The different results provided by the two first
order schemes may suggest a more stable behaviour of our proposed IMSP scheme with respect to the Euler IMEX
scheme.

In the second set of experiments (see Fig. 6) we assume that both predators and preys can migrate: as before, our
results show the spread of periodic traveling waves behind the wavefront. This time, the wavefront speed is faster in
domain Ω1 than in Ω2. As for the first experiment, when we repeat the same test for lower values of migration rates,
our results confirm those provided by the Euler IMEX scheme: in the long run, the generation of any new dynamics in
Ω2 always induces new dynamics in Ω1.
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Fig. 6. Parameter values in both patches: l1 = 1/5, l2 = 2/5, χ1 = 1, χ2 = 2, ri = 1, ki = 1, ci = 1, γi = 1/2, (i = 1, 2), ε(u) = ε(v) = 1. Initial
data: u1,0 = 0.2, v1,0 = 0.32, u2,0 = 0.1714, v2,0 = 0.4735. Migration rates d

(u)
12 = d

(v)
12 = 1. First row: prey and predator within patch 1 at T = 250.

Second row: patch 2, T = 350.

4.2.  Variable  radius  corridors

We define the cross-correlation between two time series Xi = Xi(t), i = 1, 2

C(X1,  X2) = (X1 −  μ1)T (X2 −  μ2)

‖X1 −  μ1‖2‖X2 −  μ2‖2
(11)

where μi represent the mean of the signal Xi.
The cross-correlation values range from 1 for perfectly synchronized signals to −1 for anti-correlated signals.

Values close to zero denote the absence of synchronization. We are concerned here with the synchronization of the
prey (predator) densities in both patches due to the coupling induced through migration. In our notation the signal
Xi(t), i = 1, 2 represents the prey (predator) density in a given point of the domain Ωi, as measured through time. Each
pair of signals to be compared is taken in corresponding points of the two domains. We then explore the effect of
the migration, both in and outside the corridor, by calculating the cross-correlation of the signals measured in several
points located along the radius of each domain, at distance ρ  from the center.

We expect that the signals correlate in the part of the domain occupied by the corridor and that the preys and
predators synchronize therein. In Fig. 7 we show the results for both preys and predators and for different sizes of the
corridor, i.e. ρC = 10, 50, 100, 150. The initial edge length of the spatial mesh has been set to h  = 1 while the time step
is hT = 0.1. All the remaining parameters have been chosen as in Fig. 5, with T  = 140. As can be appreciated, the signals
are fully synchronized inside the corridor for any given corridor size, because of the migration terms which introduce a
coupling of the equations for the two domains throughout the region occupied by the corridor. The migration also has
an effect in the external region, but the correlation decreases with the distance from the border of the corridor. From
several numerical experiments, not shown here, we noticed that the extent of the synchronization outside the corridor
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Fig. 7. Cross-correlation of prey (predator) densities in the two patches at increasing distance ρ from the domain center for different corridor radii
ρC.

increases with time, because of the diffusion term. We might conclude that there is a time lapse separating the spread
of the solution in the whole domain and the onset of the phase lock in the peripheral region.

5.  Conclusions

The numerical approximation of spatially explicit models described by reaction-diffusion partial differential equa-
tions for the study of predator–prey population dynamics was performed by means of implicit-symplectic (IMSP)
schemes. The performance of these schemes has been numerically evaluated on two examples of spatially explicit
cyclic populations and one example of metapopulation model. The results confirm a better qualitative behaviour of the
approximated solution obtained with the proposed implicit-symplectic approach in contrast with the results provided
by the classical implicit–explicit schemes. The effect of the variation of the corridor size on the subpopulation dynamics
synchronization has been also investigated. As expected the dynamics are fully synchronized in the corridor, while the
extent of the synchronization outside the corridor increases with time, due to the diffusion term.
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